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morum corporum naturam […] percipere », statt Spinozas « mentem humanam […] percipe-
re ». Diese Abweichung stellt Spinozas Theorie wahrlich auf  den Kopf, unterstellt sie doch, der 
menschliche Körper könnte denken, sofern percipere eine Form des Denkens ist. Propositio 16, 
auf  die sich das corollarium bezieht, formuliert ja, wie es der Sache nach ist : die Idee (idea) einer 
jeden Weise, in der der menschliche Körper affiziert wird, muß die Natur des menschlichen 
Körpers einschließen ; und daraus kann nichts anderes folgen, als daß der menschliche Geist und 
nicht etwa der menschliche Körper die Natur des eigenen Körpers und mit ihr die Natur der 
diesen Körper affizierenden äußeren Körper wahrnimmt.

Was das Manuskript hingegen deutlich macht, besser gesagt : erneut bestätigt, ist, daß die 
Herausgeber der Ethica in den Opera posthuma um der editorischen Konsistenz willen zahlreiche 
Vereinheitlichungen in der Anordnung und äußeren Form des Text vorgenommen haben. Wie-
weit das Spinoza selbst in seinem 1675 fertiggestellten Manuskript noch getan hat, wissen wir 
nicht. Das jetzt edierte Manuskript aus dem Vatikan nötigt hinsichtlich der korrekten Textgestalt 
wohl nicht zu neuen Erwägungen, eher bestätigt es den Stand der Editionserforschung. Auch 
dies ist der mühsamen Arbeit der Herausgeber zu danken.

Wolfgang Bartuschat

Ilan Moradi, Die Evolution der aristotelischen Substanztheorie. Von der Kategorienschrift zur 
Metaphysik, Würzburg, Königshausen & Neumann, 2011, pp. 328.

i lan Moradi’s monograph deals with one of  the more debated issues in recent Aristotelian 
scholarship, namely with Aristotle’s theory of  substance. It would have been impossible not to 
consider the more recent scholarly works on Aristotle on substance ; however, a detailed descrip-
tion of  all the positions held by scholars would have prevented Moradi from expounding his own 
understanding of  Aristotle’s difficult text. The author looks thus for a compromise : he does not 
renounce to collocate himself  within the rather complicated spectrum of  contemporary inter-
pretations, and at the same time he carried out his own perspective, which has some interesting 
motives of  novelty. This notwithstanding, Moradi’s acquaintance with contemporary Aristote-
lian scholarship is really impressive : nearly one third of  this three hundred pages book contains 
a detailed bibliography, and extremely useful indexes of  names and of  quoted passages, which 
are really helpful for the reader.

Moradi’s crucial claim is that Aristotle’s theory of  substance, as it is outlined both in the Cat-
egories and in the Metaphysics, is consistent ; Moradi sees no contradiction between what Aristotle 
endorses in the Categories, and namely that the concrete individual is substance, and what he 
maintains in the latter work, viz. that form is substance. In order to solve this apparent contradic-
tion, that has puzzled Aristotle’s interpreters for centuries, Moradi appeals to the evolution of  
Aristotle’s thinking – an evolution, however, that should not seen as the refusal of  claims made 
earlier in his philosophical career, but rather as a continuous refinement of  earlier achievements, 
which are considered in later works under a different light. By doing so, Moradi singles out three 
stages of  Aristotle’s reflection on substance : a) in the first, which is that expounded in the Catego-
ries, Aristotle considers substance in opposition to what is said of  other, and is in other things ; as 
a consequence, substance turns out to be the concrete individual ; b) in the second stage, devel-
oped in some chapters of  Metaphysics, book Z (but also elsewhere), Aristotle analyzed the inner 
structure of  the individual, looking for what is the substance of  the individual itself, and this 
turns out to be form, namely individual form ; (c) in a third stage, Aristotle tries to join his theory 
of  science – according to which science is the science of  the universal – with the metaphysical 
results achieved in the previous stages of  his reflection ; substance is thus the essence of  a thing, 
namely what answers to the question « what is it for X to be an F ? ». 

By proposing his own interpretation, Moradi is able to distinguish himself  from the current 
competitive reconstructions of  Aristotle’s core metaphysical tenets. Moradi groups these alter-
native readings into six fundamental options : a) the aporetic interpretation, according to which 
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Aristotle is simply inconsistent, or he has not been able to merge into a systematic whole his 
lines of  thinking (Graham, Steinfath) ; b) the ‘Einzelding-Interpretation’, that says that the con-
crete individual of  the Categories plays the role of  substance even in the Metaphysics, and, since 
it is universal, the ei\do~ is merely a predicate of  this substance (Leszl, Owen, Witt, Gill) ; c) the 
‘Allgemeines-ei\do~-Interpretation’ maintains, on the contrary, that the ei\do~, namely the infima 
species, is the substance : in other words, substance is a universal (among the supporters of  this 
perspective, Moradi counts I. Düring) ; in opposition to this latter interpretation, we have also d) 
the ‘Individuelles-ei\do~-Interpretation’, according to which individual forms are the individual 
substances in the proper sense (this interpretation has been suggested, among others, by the 
influential work of  M. Frede and G. Patzig) ; as an attempt to join the positive sides of  the last 
two interpretation, there is e) the ‘Neutrum-ei\do~-Interpretation’, which says that the ei\do~ is 
neither universal nor particular, but is considered in abstraction from particularity and universal-
ity (Owens, Rapp).

If  this classification exhausts all the ways in which Aristotle has been interpreted so far, Mo-
radi succeeds in providing a new presentation of  Aristotle’s own thinking ; and, in my opinion, 
his work has many merits, and is without doubt a provoking and really challenging reading of  
Aristotelian metaphysics. However, Moradi seems to take for granted that the Categories have 
been written by a younger Aristotle, than the one who wrote the Metaphysics, and, as a conse-
quences, the two stages of  Aristotle’s philosophical development, which are present in the latter 
work, should be considered his final achievement and a sort of  refinement of  what the Categories 
say. Needless to say, this is rather controversial, even though it has been accepted by most of  the 
developmentalist scholars – namely by the scholars that think that it is possible to reconstruct Ar-
istotle’s philosophical development. Moradi does not dwell on this (rather intricate) debate : this 
would not have been a problem, if  he were more cautious in saying that Aristotle’s philosophical 
development is that which Moradi describes, at least as far as the theory of  substance is con-
cerned. Of  course, it could be argued that Aristotle starts with a naive analysis of  substance (as 
the concrete individual, identified by means of  the properties of  ‘not being in something’ and of  
‘not being said of  something’) to a more detailed one ; since what is more detailed and complex is 
presumably posterior to a sketchy analysis, it could be argued that the Categories (which preserve 
a more simple doctrine of  substance) have been written before the treatise which is now our 
seventh book of  the Metaphysics. This discussion is probably a bit pedantic, but I would have ex-
pected to find it in Moradi’s book, which seems sometimes to make claims that are in themselves 
convincing, even though they are not always defended with patience and detail (this, however, 
is also a merit of  Moradi’s discussion : his tenets are always clearly stated, and the length of  his 
monograph makes possible a careful reading and appreciation of  it).

Now, if  we accept this idea of  a coherent development of  Aristotle’s ideas concerning sub-
stances, from the Categories to the Metaphysics, the question that Aristotle’s tackles in Metaphysics 
book Z is not properly ‘what is substance ?’, but the aim of  the book is rather to discover the 
principle that explains why a particular substance is determinate and is a this something (to;de 
ti). This principle turns out to be form, which is thus labeled ‘substance’ in this second sense – 
namely, in the sense that form is what explains why a particular substance is determinate and is 
a this something. Moradi takes as evidence in favor of  this claim the passage in Met., Z, 3, 1029 
a5-7 and a30-32 in which Aristotle is saying, according to him, that the substance which is the 
composite of  matter and form is posterior to form, inasmuch as the latter is more substance 
« in Bestimmtheit » (p. 128). Even though Moradi’s reading is convincing – and indeed it has been 
shared by many commentators – I was a bit surprised by his the force of  his assertion : it seems 
that Moradi takes this interpretation as crystal-clear, and indeed he does not discuss any alterna-
tive reading of  that passage, neither he tackles the textual problems that it presents. It is not clear 
that the composite of  matter and form is posterior to form « in Bestimmtheit » at Z, 3, 1029 a30-32 
(I think that it could be said that the composite is merely logically posterior to form, inasmuch 
as it is the composite of  matter and form). Furthermore – and more importantly – at Z, 3, 1029 
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a5-7 there is an alternative reading (preserved by a branch of  the manuscript tradition), accord-
ing to which both form and the composite are prior to matter (whilst the other reading says that 
form is prior to both the composite and matter).1 I am not arguing that Moradi has chosen the 
wrong reading, but I would have preferred a more careful claim and a discussion of  the alterna-
tive interpretation.

The second refinement of  Aristotle’s theory answers to the need of  a universal object, in 
order to grant to metaphysics the status of  a science. Metaphysics does not deal with this or 
that individual substance, but with substance, quite generally (likewise, metaphysics deals 
with being, quite generally). This demand comes from the theory of  science settled in the 
Posterior Analytics, whose doctrine is taken to be the reason of  this further refinement. This 
claim presupposes that the composition of  the Posterior Analytics (or at least the reflection on 
the themes that are dealt with in that treatise) should be placed between the first and the sec-
ond refinement of  Aristotle’s theory of  substance. As I said, however, Moradi seems to be not 
interested in discussing these philological topics, which are left somehow behind his analysis. 
He maintains that Aristotle’s treatment of  substance as essence (in Metaphysics, Z, 10-12) an-
swers to this demand : essence is universal, inasmuch as it may be expounded by a definition 
(which is notoriously said of  many individuals, according to Aristotle). However, the essence 
is primarily related with the form, and here we find the link with the preceding refinement of  
Aristotle’s theory of  substance.

Does Moradi succeed in providing a coherent account of  Aristotle’s theory of  substance, 
whose development is composed by the three aforementioned stages ? In my opinion his chal-
lenging views are clearly stated and convincingly defended, and his monograph may be safely 
said to be an excellent piece of  Aristotelian scholarship, despite sometimes his philological analy-
sis seems – at least to me – a bit too sketchy. As I have said, his work is not only a good example 
of  Aristotelian scholarship, but it aims to reconstruct the recent history of  this scholarship too. I 
have no doubts that Moradi should be thanked for his brilliant achievements.

Luca Gili

José M. Sevilla, Prolegómenos para una crítica de la razón problematica. Motivos en Vico y 
Ortega, Rubí (Barcelona), Anthropos, 2011, pp. xvi-432.

È un libro importante questo di José M. Sevilla, uno studio che si pone a traguardo di un lungo 
percorso di ricerca e che segna il consolidamento di un discorso teoretico che affonda le proprie 
radici in due precedenti e considerevoli studi : Giambattista Vico, metafísica de la mente e historici-
smo antropologico (1988), e Ragione storica e ragione narrativa. Una prospettiva vichiana su Ortega y 
Gasset (2002). Si ha infatti la sensazione leggendo questo volume che in esso Sevilla abbia voluto 
compendiare e saldare – per ridefinirle e reinterpretarle come la propria odierna risposta alla crisi 
del ‘Moderno’ –  le tre ‘linee’ che da sempre hanno segnato le sue ricerche : lo studio del pensiero 
italiano, e in modo particolare le idee e l’opera di Giambattista Vico ; la filosofia ispanica, con una 
particolare attenzione al pensiero di Ortega ; la convergenza e sistematizzazione di una filosofia 
problematista con uno storicismo critico e quindi ‘problematico’. Questi tre nuclei risultano inti-
mamente intrecciati nel nuovo studio di Sevilla in virtù di un comune filo conduttore che dalla 
iniziale definizione di una metafisica storica della mente umana, giunge sino alla configurazione 
di una vera e propria ‘critica della ragione problematica’ – di matrice vichiana e orteghiana natu-
ralmente – nella quale non solo convergono e prendono corpo i temi di una ragione narrativa e 
di una ragione storica, ma risulta pure di fondamentale importanza la riproposizione e l’origina-
le riformulazione dei concetti di fantasia e di immaginazione.

La nuova prospettiva che Sevilla oppone – con una straordinaria lucidità di analisi e di intenti – 

1 I dwell on this issue in my paper Aristotle. Metaphysics 1029 a6, forthcoming in the « Classical Quarterly », 
62, 1, 2012.
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